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The  mechanism  in  question  entails  an  investment-based  funding  and/or  
wealth  enhancement structure  based  on  the  purchase  and  sale  of  bank  financial  instruments,  
whereby  transactional  risks are  not  levied  on  the  client's  capital  and  that  comes  with  pre-
agreed  returns  with  a  third-party institutional  guarantee  for  those  returns.

(1) The placement is structured on a client-by-client basis , tailored to the specific client context 
by our most prominent f inancial specialist , a seasoned Asset Manager with a highly credible 
track record (see 'Asset Manager Work Profi le ' on next page);

(2) The investment principle remains under the client's sole signatory control and is not 
exposed to transactional risks due to a 'mirrored investor structure' ;

(3) Returns are pre-agreed at Net 7X per 10-12 months. Note that in case of project/business 
funding, the term may be extended beyond the standard 10-12 months to accommodate client 
capital requirements in excess of 7X net returns;

(4) The returns come with a third-party insurance guarantee from a topline global insurance 
group to cover any shortfalls in the agreed returns/funding at the end of the contract term.

Out  of  more  than  20  credible  Bank  Trade  Groups  and  Platform  Organisations  accessible  to  him,  for  the 
purpose  of  this  structure,  the  asset  manager  works  with  those  (5)  that  provide  the  client  with  a  third-
party  institutional  insurance  guarantee  in  the  form  of  a  surety  bond  for  the  agreed  returns.  

After 3-4 months, the Asset Manager will suggest optional 'secure enhancement structures' to 
increase and accelerate returns/funding. 

Note  that  trading  results  are  by  nature  best  effort ,  though  historically  predictable  within  a  certain 
bandwidth.  This  means  that  though  the  monthly  distributions  of  returns  may  vary  somewhat  due  to 
time  of  year  and  market,  the  average  monthly  returns  during  the  term  of  the  agreement  will  total  the 
pre-agreed  net  7X.  To  give  the  client  100%  certainty  regarding  the  returns/funding,  he  receives  an 
institutional  guarantee  in  the  form  of  a  surety  bond  in  his  name  from  a  major  global  insurance  group.

We look forward to continuing our discussions and assisting you with the appropriate preparations for 
your formal request to open direct communications with the Asset Manager.
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Investment Banker  in HSBC Plc,  London, Vice President,  and Credit Suisse Bank, London,

Geneva,  Zurich,  Senior Vice President with specialization in Investment Banking:  Structured

Finance products,  Innovative Funding Solutions,  and Investment processes

Senior Project Leader  in various projects undertaken by ‘Fabienne Scagliola or Beatrice’

Candolfi ’  (FAME-ICMB) -  International Center for Financial  Asset Management & Engineering,

Geneva,  Switzerland;

Special  Advisory Assignments:  

Acted as Special  Advisor,  Senior Consultant and Special  Partner to various international

banking and financial  institutions (Nordic Investment Bank, European Bank of

Reconstruction & Development –  EBRD, SwedFund International ,  etc.) ,  and various other

Large Private Capital  Groups on various special  assignments |UHNW Strategic Investors:

Headed projects to create several Structured Private Investment Funds,  Special

Opportunities Funds and ‘Fund of Funds’  -  typically owned by HNW, UHNW clients from

UAE, Qatar,  Bahrain,  Saudi Arabia,  European Groups,  Far Eastern Groups and even globally :  

Has acted as the Advisor to the Al-Qahtani Group, World Economic Forum held at Davos,

Switzerland, 2015 ;

Financed/assisted in more than US$ 24 Bil l ion projects on a global basis ;

UHNW and HNW Capital  Investments under management contract,  including agreements

under process:  more than US$ 16 Bil l ion and Euro 21 Bil l ion;  

Special  advisor to several European Private Investment Groups and two Tier 1  Capital  and

Business Groups having Euro 987 Bil l ion under their  management.

ASSET MANAGER WORK PROFILE:

A seasoned specialist  with well  over 25 years of experience,  working as:

( i ) The Royal Group, Abu Dhabi,  UAE (www.royalgroupuae.com),

( i i ) S.B.K Holding,  UAE (www.sbkholding.com),

( i i i ) Abdel Hadi Abdullah Al-Qahtani & Sons Group of Companies (www.ahqsons.com);
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EUR 10 mill ion remains under your organization's sole signatory control and is connected to a

Trade in a form acceptable to both the client (bank) and the trading desk of the transactional

bank (most l ikely HSBC London).  

The most common methods applied to connect the client's  funds to the Trade are:

Acceptabil ity of the client bank is at the discretion of HSBC London, Trade desk.  Deutsche Bank,

Frankfurt ,  Germany should be acceptable,  much l ike EUR accounts at Barclays,  Santander,  HSBC or

Credit Suisse are for example acceptable for a blocking structure.

The client blocks his funds and has a DLC (= commodity-based paper) issued and sent (MT700) to the

Trading group at the transactional bank,  which can raise a 97-100% LTV credit l ine against it ,

through a mirrored investor.

JPMorgan Chase (North America) is  accepted; Chase Bank anywhere else in the world such as for

example JPMorgan Frankfurt ,  Germany will  be checked on a case-by-case basis !  Key is  whether HSBC

London, Trade desk,  indicates they can work with the applicable JPMorgan Chase branch trade desk.

The capital  serves to trigger an increase in the Trading group's credit facil ity but is  itself  never

at r isk because transactional r isks are not levied on it .  The Asset Manager will  explain in-

depth.

The Trade Group will  issue a client-tailored funding (business/project)  or wealth management

(if  no business/project)  agreement,  along with a surety bond from a major global insurance

group in your organization's name for the contractually agreed returns per end of the contract

term.

The standard term is 10-12 months depending on the precise structure,  but may also be longer

to accommodate higher capital  requirements in case of a business/project.  

Though monthly returns f luctuate within a bandwidth,  the average projected NET return

distributed to you on a monthly basis will  total  700% in 10-12 months in case of a standard

contract term.

The guarantee covering shortfalls  applies to the end of the agreement,  not on a monthly

basis .  Careful planning would therefore configure for example initially only some 80% of

the projected average returns into the 'monthly budget'  in case of a project/business.

THE BASIC STRUCTURE*:

(1) A mutually agreed “cash holding” at your bank,  Deutsche Bank, Frankfurt,  Germany

(2) Cash is blocked at DB, Frankfurt in your account + a DLC is issued

(3) Client cash is placed in a 1-year CD that will  be offered by JPMorgan Chase.

This structure has a slightly higher net return of 8X

*)  Each structure is  tailored to client parameters and may therefore entail  sl ightly different features.
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By setting aside a small  portion of the monthly distributions during 3-5 months,  the overall

monthly influx of capital  can be increased, by:

adding one or more identical SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING STRUCTURES  (new contracts)  or

increasing the original seed investment capital ,  i .e .  LAYERING THE EXISTING STRUCTURE

Once the initial  funding structure is  activated and with your permission,  the Asset Manager can

promote your project/business to one of several possible Proprietary Funds  which are only a

phone call  away for him. Upon review of your project,  these wealthy investors might offer you:

Equity financing  with a medium-term horizon and/or

Debt financing  subject to the creation of a sinking fund and Lender protection through

'indemnity guarantees'  covering up to 80% of any defaulted payments by the borrower.

Whichever mix of debt/equity contribution  would be agreed with you,  the extra capital  would be

significant and come available in one or two lump-sum payments:

A portion can be used to expedite certain project development/business expansion stages

Another portion can be used to activate an identical  Supplemental Funding Structure

(Trade)  that may double,  tr iple,  or even quadruple the size of the original funding structure

and the corresponding monthly distributions of capital  from which any debt components

can be quickly paid off .

A Corporate General KYC Submission document

A SNEAK PEEK |  OPTIONAL ENHANCEMENT STRUCTURES:

After 3-4 months,  the client might be interested to consider suggestions from the Asset Manager to

implement so-called 'enhancement structures'  to accelerate the generation of returns (wealth

enhancement) or available development capital  (business/project) .

This can be done by increasing the monthly distributions or in the case of a business/project,  by

arranging for large lump sums.

OPTIONAL ENHANCEMENT STRUCTURE EXAMPLE 1:

OPTIONAL ENHANCEMENT STRUCTURE EXAMPLE 2:

PROCESS:

I f  you wish to proceed, the next step is to engage with our selected specialist  to discuss your request in

detail  in order to arrive at an optimized solution tailored to your specific situation.  

To open formal communications between your investor group company and the Asset Manager and to

enable the Asset Manager entity to comply with its independent legal DD/KYC obligation,  we require

your formal request  in the correct form, i .e .  in the form of

 project/business.
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